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Multimedia technologies and video analysis allow the design of low-cost physical measurement and
data acquisition systems. The number of pixels in the images limits their spatial resolution, whereas
their time resolution depends on the number of frames recorded per second. Both characteristics are
determined by the video recording system used. We have developed a laboratory system with these
characteristics where important improvements have been reached by using image recognition to
automate video analysis. In the present work we first examine several image recognition techniques
and evaluate them from the point of view of their application to measurement systems. Then we
describe the proposed system and the methodology followed in the measurement process. An image
of an experimental object is recorded and used as a filter, while the sequence of images of that object
in motion become the input frames for the recognition process. Finally, we discuss the results
obtained by this measurement process and compare them with those obtained by using traditional
measurement techniques. ©2003 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

New communication and information technologies allo
the investigator to solve problems in easier and cheaper w
than traditional methods. In particular, digital simulation e
tends and improves the efficiency of earlier ana
simulations.1,2

We have developed a laboratory measurement sys
based on image digitization. The system ‘‘captures’’ t
physical phenomenon, uses its digitized image as a basi
qualitative analysis, and performs quantitative analysis
means of dedicated software that extracts the measurem
starting from the points clicked by the user.3 This process is
in some way the inverse of that of digital simulation: inste
of creating a digital image that simulates reality, we analy
the image of the real process in order to extract phys
parameters. From the didactic point of view, the system t
to integrate three ideas: real experience, qualitative mod
and quantitative models, reducing the ‘‘distance’’ betwe
the experiment and its mathematical description. Recen
articles that use this technique have been published in
journal.4–6

In order to automate the measurements and improve
efficiency of the system, we have turned to image recog
tion techniques. The idea of recognition and analysis of
object from its digital image has a remote antecedent in
VanderLugt correlator7 based on optical filtering in the Fou
rier domain, or in the adjoint transform correlator that us
optical processing in the image plane.8 In both cases, the
method is based on the correlation between a target imag
the object to be detected and the input scene that con
that object. The correlation provides a measurement of
similarity in terms of the mean quadratic difference betwe
the correlated patterns. One shortcoming of this meth
however, is that it is very sensitive to deformations of t
detected object.

It would be desirable in some applications to find metho
providing distortion invariant recognition, especially rotatio
and changes in scale. Solutions have been proposed, b
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on the Mellin transform or on the orthogonal decompositi
of the function representing the target image.9

Among the several possibilities for object detection, w
choose a method that provides the required resolution le
within the available computation time. The methodology w
propose consists of performing physical experiments wh
are easy to control, and employs a relatively simple detec
algorithm, and then applies the developed method to si
tions with higher noise level.

In this paper we analyze the results obtained by apply
our system to laboratory experiments where conditions
nearly ideal so the recognition algorithms can be simple.
have used standard linear correlation7 as a basis for the de
tection technique due to its easy implementation and v
low computational cost. As an alternative technique, we
ply nonlinear correlation based on the binary decomposit
SONG ~Sliced Orthogonal Nonlinear Generalized!10 algo-
rithm that is applicable to gray-scale images.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM

The measuring process consists of four steps:~a! the im-
ages of the experiment are recorded by means of a v
camera,~b! the analog signal of the camera is digitized a
transferred to a digital video file in the computer,~c! the
object is detected in each image, and~d! the information is
analyzed and processed by means of suitable software.

A. Time variable

Video recording systems provide information at a regu
time rate. The output of the video camera consists of a se
of snapshots taken at regular time intervals that can then
examined to reveal the qualitative characteristics of so
physical phenomenon. This qualitative analysis can be
fined to a quantitative one. Modern multimedia technolog
allow us to digitize the analog video signal and transfer it
the computer as a digital file consisting of a sequence of
pictures.
1075jp © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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The digital camera used in the experiments described
this paper was a Panasonic NV-DS15EG, with an expos
time of 1/2000 s and rate of 25 frames/s providing a ti
resolution of 0.04 s. If greater time resolution is require
then the two fields that integrate the frame~the one with the
odd-numbered lines and the one with the even-numbe
ones! can be analyzed before the image is reconstructed,
viding a resolution of 0.02 s.

As a test for the possible variability of the time interva
we recorded images of the display of a digital counter. T
detected error was negligible, less than 1ms. The use of long
exposure times~greater than 1/100 s! may be the reason wh
some authors6 report different results.

B. Space variable

The location of each object is determined from its posit
in the frame. The coordinate origin is placed in the upper
corner of each frame. The pixel~the smallest piece of infor
mation of the graphical image! is taken as the unit of length

The European standard PAL~Phase Alternation by Line!
system generates 7203576 pixel images. We have take
5123512 pixel windows for the information analysis, a
most of the image recognition techniques require using
trices whose dimensions are integer powers of 2.

In order to obtain the scale factor, we use a refere
image of known size and determine its length in pixels. T
reference must be placed in the same plane in which
movement takes place to achieve the desirable accurac
Sec. IV we explain in more detail how to obtain the sca
factor in each situation.

III. IMAGE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES AND
EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The recognition of shapes in images allows us to de
mine if an input scene contains a specified target object. T
method is widely used in many automatic processes, suc
control processes, bank security, and robotics. Most of
methods for recognition of two-dimensional objects a
based on the correlation between an input scene,f (x,y), and
a target object,h(x,y). This correlation is given by

g~x,y!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

f ~x8,y8!h~x82x,y82y!dx8dy8. ~1!

Therefore, the maximum of the correlation corresponds
the location where the scene is most similar to the tar
object.

When working with digitalized images, correlation in
volves double integrations that require much computat
time. However, the process is substantially simplified by
ing the properties of Fourier transforms. It can be eas
proved that11

g~x,y!5F21$F$ f ~x,y!%F$h~2x,2y!%%. ~2!

Therefore, the correlation can be calculated relatively rap
by means of direct and inverse Fourier transforms based
fast Fourier transform algorithms. The analysis software
been developed in VisualBasic in our laboratory. It runs
Windows platforms.
1076 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2003
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As a more discriminatory alternative, we have done a
nary decomposition of the image in gray levels. We use
decomposition called SONG.10 From this decomposition, ev
ery image in gray levels can be defined as:

f ~x,y!5 (
q51

Q

qeq~ f ~x,y!! ~3!

whereQ5255 and

eq~ f ~x,y!!5H 1 if f ~x,y!5q

0 if f ~x,y!Þq.

After binary decomposition, we obtain a linear correlati
between the input scene and the object of reference for e
gray level. The final result will be the sum of these corre
tions, which gives rise to nonlinear correlations.

For testing the system, we have designed two experim
with a high degree of control of the variables:~a! the dis-
placement of an object at uniform speed and~b! the fall of an
object.

In both cases the video camera was at a distance of 1
and its axis orthogonal to the plane of movement.

The sequence of recorded images was digitalized by u
commercial software~Pinnacle Systems, DV500! and stored
in AVI files for visualization and RAW binary files for analy
sis. The RAW files allow us to have the gray level of ea
pixel in different frames between 0 and 255~8 bytes!.

In order to detect the position of the moving objects, w
take each frame as an input scene and use a detached i
as the filter for the object of interest. Following the abo
recognition techniques, we have obtained for each pixe
the frame the correlation between the frame itself and
filter centered to the coordinates~x,y! of that pixel. The rep-
resentation of the correlation values versus the position~x,y!
provides a peak detection, i.e., a function with a maxim
located at a target object.

The high degree of control we have on the experimen
conditions avoids distortions due to scale changes or r
tions and minimizes the presence of noise. In conseque
we do not need high precision in the detection algorithm a
so, we can use elementary detection techniques base
linear correlations@Eq. ~2!# between the filter and eac
frame. This results in a methodology easy to implement a
with low computational cost.

Although these two experiments are one-dimensional,
analyze the problem in two dimensions in order to appro
mate the actual conditions of the motion and prepare
system for more complex experiments. We perform
analysis on 5123256 pixel windows for the first experimen
and 1283512 for the second one, thus providing a go
compromise between information level and computatio
cost.

Afterwards, we confirm these results by using nonline
correlation techniques, with more discrimination pow
These techniques decompose the filter and the input ima
in gray levels, linearly correlate each level, and then add
resulting contributions.10

The object measurements obtained with the linear corr
tion technique are very similar to that of the nonlinear c
relation technique, in spite of having performed 255 corre
tion computations in the second case and only one in the
case.
1076Rieraet al.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Displacement of an object at uniform speed

In our first experiment we have recorded the movemen
a glider at uniform speed on an air track. Figure 1 shows
input scene and the object to be detected, from which
filter is obtained. It also shows in the frame the detect
window that in this experiment has 5123256 pixels. The
gray leveli has been transformed into the level (2552 i ) so
that the functionsf (x,y) and h(x,y) appearing in Eq.~2!
will have large values for the dark object.

Figure 2 shows the detection peaks obtained from
frame by using the technique of~a! linear correlation and~b!
nonlinear correlation. The second method gives a sha
peak and therefore better resolution of the glider positi
The linear correlation technique produces a broader peak
to the noise, in spite of using negative images. However,
results are very similar, within an error of one pixel.

Figure 3 shows the least squares line that fits these d
The coefficients of the equation, also shown in the figu
provide the estimated value of the initial position and t
velocity in pixels per second. The velocity in SI units
obtained by applying the scale factor, (49
61) pixels⇔(59061) mm, which is obtained by measu
ing the distance between two references on the scale gr
in mm placed on the track. The fit presents a high degre
correlation and the result,n5(0.64160.004) m/s, agrees
with that obtained by using a Phywe photogate timer w
resolution of 1 ms, within the experimental error.

The parameters and their errors have been obtained
cording to the standard procedure of minimization of thex2

~chi-square! merit function, defined as

x25(
i

~Yi
exp2Yi

mod!2

s i
2 ~4!

Fig. 1. Input scene, where the detection window has been framed.
object to be detected is shown in the upper-right corner.
1077 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2003
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and by assigning an error of 1 pixel to the ordinate valu
Yi

exp represents experimental values that are obtained w
individual standard deviationss i , and Yi

mod are the values
predicted on the basis of a theory or a model. If the exp
mental data are ‘‘normally’’ distributed, and ifs i is the cor-
rect measure for the quality of these data, thenx2 is a mea-
sure for the quality of the fit.

he

Fig. 2. ~a! Linear correlation, and~b! nonlinear correlation between th
input scene and the object to be detected shown in Fig. 1. The axesx andy
represent the pixel position in the detection window.

Fig. 3. Displacement vs time representation of the experimental data,
the least squares fit to the data.
1077Rieraet al.
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B. Movement of a falling object

As the second test of our measurement system, we ana
the movement of a falling ball. The process is analogous
that of the previous experiment. We have first recorded
fall and then processed the images in order to detect
position of the object. Figure 4 shows an input frame and
image of the object to be detected from which the filter
constructed. The scale factor is computed from the refere
scale shown on the right of the image. The detection wind
is shown by a rectangle whose size is 1283512 pixels in this
experiment.

Figure 5 shows the detection peaks obtained from an
age by using the above-mentioned techniques. As in
former experiment, the techniques based on linear corr
tion give satisfactory results with the lowest computatio
cost. The experimental data are represented in Fig. 6 w
space is measured in pixels and time in seconds. In this
we fit a second degree curve by the techniques referred
the former section to get the parameters of the motion.

These parameters measured in pixels are also shown i
figure. The acceleration, computed by applying the appro

Fig. 4. Input scene, where the detection window has been framed.
object to be detected is shown in the upper-left corner.

Fig. 5. ~a! Linear correlation, and~b! nonlinear correlation between th
input scene and the object to be detected shown in Fig. 4. The axesx andy
represent the pixel position in the detection window.
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ate scale factor, (41261) pixels⇔(45061) mm, obtained
from a vertical rule near the ball, isa5(9.7760.11) m/s2.

C. Evaluation of results

The results obtained in both experiments using linear c
relation recognition techniques agree with those obtai
from traditional devices which may be less versatile b
more expensive. Moreover, the measurement system as
ated with our multimedia interface optimizes the pedagog
efficiency of the experiments, because the use of comme
video analysis tools increases the reliability of the measu
ment process.

Besides its didactic application, the system offers go
prospects to be used in technological processes and in
periments with less control of the parameters. However
some cases, more complex image recognition algorithms
be needed. The use of scale invariant detection techniq
will allow the application of generic filters to different ex
periments.
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